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K
altim Prima Coal (KPC) is the world’s

largest single producer and exporter of

thermal coal, as well as largest single coal

mining complex in Asia. The name “Sangatta”,

often used to refer to the mine, more refers to

the fact that the KPC operations are located

around the town of Sangatta, the capital of the

East Kutai Regency of the East Kalimantan

Province, Indonesia. The town is on the Sangatta

River, 50 km north of the equator on the east

coast of Kalimantan Island (Borneo), 180 km

north of the provincial capital Samarinda and 310

km north of the major population centre and

industrial capital of Balikpapan.

The ownership structure of KPC is complex but

currently PT Bumi Resources Tbk (BUMI) controls

51%, while Tata Power holds 30% KPC and China

Investment Corporation (CIC) owns 19%.

The mining complex has operations mined by

KPC itself (Mining Operation Division) but also a

number mined by contractors, with the

contracted operations managed separately (by

the Contract Mining Division) but based on KPC’s

mine planning. In terms of the contractors, PT

Darma Henwa (PTDH) currently mines Bengalon

Pit A, Bengalon Pit B (sometimes known as BC)

and Elang pits; PT Pamapersada Nusantara

(PAMA) mines the Pelikan and Kaguru pits and

Thiess mines the Melawan region pits, currently

consisting of a number of separate pits including

the Mustahil and Peri pits. There are no artisanal

and small scale mining contractors in the region

and so KPC does not have to cooperate with any.

KPC has almost 5,000 employees of which nearly

4,000 were recruited locally from the Sangatta

and Bengalon areas.

KPC operated pits include East and South

Pinang Pits, Bendili and Bendili Prima (visited by

IM) and the new Inul region (Inul K, Inul East,

Inul Middle) pits in the northern part of the

complex, where future mining will be focused. A

major pit known as Pit J has now closed and is

currently being backfilled.

Future mining will take place in the Pedayak

(also known as Komodo) region and the Inul/Inul

Lignite region.

The March 2014 Resources are around 7.671

billion tonnes, of which around 866 Mt are of

Marketable Reserves.

KPC operates two 12 hour shifts and actual

coal production in 2015 was around 56.5 Mt. The

contractors account for about two thirds of

production and KPC itself about one third. From

the Melawan mining area there is an additional

crushing facility and 10 km conveyor that meets

the CHPP, avoiding additional coal trucking

movements. At the CHPP there are six roll

crushers while the Melawan crushing complex

has an additional two roll crushers. There is a

fixed 13 km twin covered overland conveyor

(OLC) with a capacity of 2 x 32 Mt/y or 64 Mt/y

in all connecting the main ROM stockpile and

Coal Handling and Preparation Plant (CHPP) to

the Tanjung Bara Coal Terminal (TBCT) port. 

In the northern region ROM coal from the

Bengalon pits is hauled to the Lubuk Tutung coal

handling facility where it is crushed and

stockpiled at a 2,500 t/h facility.  All coal from

Bengalon is barged from loading facility of 3,500

t/h capacity (for transhipment or direct domestic

market).

In terms of actual product, the mine produces

around six different grades, either mined as is or

through blending. Qualities range from the high

CV Prima to the low CV/low Ash Melawan.

The Sangatta coal preparation plant has a

clean coal crushing capacity of around 7,000 t/h

and wash plant feed (dirty coal) crusher capacity

of 300 t/h. The nominal top size of product coal

is 50 mm. The majority of ROM coal is low ash

clean coal and can be crushed for direct shipping

with no further preparation necessary. Only

around 1.4 Mt/y of “dirty coal” from the roof and

floor of seams is processed through the dense

medium cyclone preparation plant for a recovery

of approximately 70%.

Mechanical sampling systems, metal

detectors, belt scales and temperature sensors

are located on belt conveyors across the coal

chain to monitor product quality and quantity

continuously as well as to prevent scrap metal

contamination.

The majority of the coal is shipped to

customers through the TBCT, whose stockpiles

have a live capacity of 1 x 1.5 Mt and 1 x 0.75Mt.

the equipment there has a stacking capacity of 2

x 4,200 t/h and reclaimer capacity of 1 x 4,700

t/h. Coal is delivered to the shiploading conveyor

direct or by a combination of reclaimer and direct

bypass from the OLC. The ship loading conveyor

spans 2 km to a trestle jetty in a deepwater berth

with available draft of 17.2 m that is able to

support 220,000 DWT vessels. Coal is shipped

(mainly for export) from a twin quadrant
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Indonesia’s premier coal mine
Paul Moore visited the Kaltim
Prima Coal mining complex in
East Kalimantan, Indonesia, in
late 2015, to see how such a
large operation manages 
its huge fleet of 
machines over an 
extensive area
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One of KPC’s record fleet of 20 R996 excavators
loading a Hitachi EH5000, which along with
three R9800s and a number of other machines
make up Liebherr’s largest global fleet
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shiploader and bargeloading facility (for

transhipment or direct domestic market).

KPC Tanjung Bara terminal has around a 48-50

Mt/y shipping capacity with direct

barging/transshipping operations barge loading

facilities at both Tanjung Bara and Lubuk Tutung,

with a total average capacity of 18-20 Mt/y

loaded at 2-3,000 t/h.

Mining operations overview
Geologically there is a dome structure (the

Pinang dome) in the centre of the property.

Overburden is mainly sandstone, siltstone and

mudstone. Early mining focused on the edges of

the dome and virtually all coal seams dip away

from this region. This coal is also higher in rank

due to heat/pressure from the dome. The other

limb of a major synclinal structure emerges at

the Melawan/Pelikan/Kanguru area where the

coal is of lower rank, despite being the same

seams. There is a possible further source of

higher rank coal in the east of the region, much

of which has yet to be drilled due to access

limitations, however, it is likely to be steeply

dipping and heavily faulted. 

The mine Strip Ratio (SR) averages 8-10:1

(BCM - Bank Cubic Metres per tonne of coal) or

20-24:1 on a straight waste to ore (tonne to

tonne) basis. Production is typically 1.4 Mbcm of

overburden per day for 150,000 t of coal. For

example, total overburden removal achieved by

KPC in the full year 2015 was around 535 Mbcm

for a full year production of coal of 56.5 Mt,

generating an SR of around 10:1. These are total

figures including both KPC owned fleets as well

as contractors.

The bench heights on average are 10 m. Most

of the coal seams are 2-6 m in thickness and

anything over 0.5 m is classified as recoverable.

The seam dip depends on which side of the

syncline the pit is on. Many of the pits dip to the

east at about 15 to 20 degrees, with the Pelikan

and Kanguru operations dipping slightly more

steeper to the east. Trimming of benches is

conducted to access more coal and widen roads.

There was a highwall miner onsite which has

been used successfully but has not continued.

Highwall mining is challenging due to the soft

ground and the development and mining rates.

Pits are monitored for movement, with the

danger more from slumps and landslides of soft

material rather than rockfalls, as the mine is on

the edge of a floodplain. Overall ground

conditions are very weak, particularly in the

shallower areas. Two GroundProbe SSR systems

are deployed at the mine.  

The risk of slides is sometimes exacerbated by

faults and any more steeply dipping material.

The Villa fault runs through several of the pits,

including Pit J, currently being used for

backfilling. For added safety while dumping into

pits/dumping into water, detailed SOPs are in

place, and trucks dump material some distance

from the tip head and this material is then

pushed by crawler dozers. The overall mining

complex operational safety record is very good

for Indonesia, with an LTIFR for 2015 of 0.16.

Shane Bennett, GM Mine Development, told

IM that waste where possible is backfilled into

older pits but as many of the pits have multiple

seams with some of the higher quality seams in

the bottom of the pits, backfilling is not possible

until they have been exhausted. During the visit,

IM saw Pit J, where backfilling has been underway

since 2014. It will ultimately accommodate some

350 Mm3 of waste if completely filled.

He added that the company has trialled

Through Seam Blasting to stop having to

separately remove the under and interburden but

is yet to use this throughout the operation.

Draglines have been reviewed but are not used

at KPC or by its contractors due to the multiple

seams and weak material. In addition, due to

multiple seams and very deep pits, most pits are

more akin to a metalliferous operation rather

than a typical coal strip mining situation.

KPC and its contractors are supplied with

explosives from both Orica and AEL; with both

companies having storage facilities and delivery

MMUs deployed across the mining complex. The

mine uses around 400 t of explosives per day,

typically with five or six daily blasts.

KPC says it continues to look for ways to have
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a more efficient and safe blasting process and

recently, as the result of research, the mine has

started to use Ammonium Nitrate Solution

(ANSOL) to replace the AN prill material

previously used. KPC is in partnership with AEL

for the procurement of ANSOL, which was first

used at the mine in March 2014. The use of

ANSOL has produced excellent blasting results,

seen from VoD (Velocity of Detonation) results

that exceeded the required specifications of

explosives (VoD over 4,500 m/sec). The blasting

process with ANSOL emulsion is also preferred

as it does not require any chemical additives,

that it removes the risk of clotting that occurs in

blasting processes using AN prill and that the

consistency and quality of the mixture output is

better with ANSOL because it is not affected by

climate conditions such as temperature or

humidity. Transitioning to using ANSOL has also

allowed AEL to increase the use of used oil in

emulsions. Previously, 55% of KPC used oil was

recycled and reused, replacing diesel fuel, but

this has successfully been scaled up to 80% with

potential for further increases in the future

(100% being trialled in 2016).

The blasthole drilling fleet (KPC) consists of

Atlas Copco Driltech machines: 10 D55SP and

two D245KS models with Dando Mintec 12.8

machines used for exploration. The Dando rigs

were specifically developed for very fast open

hole air flush drilling with PCD bits and coring

(wireline and conventional) in Indonesian type

coal measures. The rigs can complete 300-400 m

of drilling in a 20 hour shift.

In terms of future development, to the west of

the Pinang dome is potentially some of the

highest rank coal, with lower rank coal to the

north. However, to achieve meaningful expansion

development will need to push further north in

the Inul area. In 2014 the Indonesian government

restricted production to 52.7 Mt, however, in

2015 some leeway was given due to the current

financial crisis. That said due to the market, the

ROM and port stockpiles are already very full. In

the next five years, production at Melawan will

wind down so a decision may be made to move

the Thiess fleet to the Inul region, though this

has yet to be confirmed.

The mine has a contract of work running to

2021. The company intends to convert this to an

Izin Usaha Pertambangan (IUP) or Licence to

Mine or Extract Coal.

The record mining fleet
The KPC complete fleet includes 1,052 pieces of

equipment, though some trucks and digging

units are parked due to being currently surplus

to requirements.

The complete fleet total includes 120 Hitachi

EH4500 (79)/EH5000 (41) overburden trucks of

which some of the Hitachi trucks and the fleet of

30 Liebherr T282 overburden trucks are currently

parked. The fleet also includes 96 Caterpillar 789

(B, C, D variants) trucks for overburden, again not

all working currently. KPC had invested in

enough machines for a planned expansion of

operations to 70 Mt/y of but currently only has

sufficient fixed plant for 60-62 Mt/y, leading to

the decision to strategically park a sizeable part

of the fleet. However, the benefit of such a

strategy is that the company currently has more

operators available to cover shift changes and

breaks.

The coal fleet includes 55 Cat 785s, 53

Komatsu HD785s and 12 Cat 777s.  Liebherr,

Hexindo (Hitachi), Trakindo (Caterpillar) and

United Tractors (Komatsu) all have their own

maintenance facilities onsite. Truck body

maintenance and repair is not much of an issue

due to the soft overburden but a number of the

EH5000 trucks are fitted with ESCO Dirt Boss Mk

III bodies, along with OEM bodies and Westech

bodies on the Cat/Liebherr/Hitachi fleet with

some of the smaller Komatsu trucks for both coal

and overburden equipped with PATRIA bodies

with and without tailgates. Availability of the

trucks stands at about 85-90%. The dozer fleet

includes a large number of Komatsu D375s (48)

and Caterpillar D10s (19).

The excavator fleet includes along with the

world’s largest fleet of Liebherr machines (see

Liebherr section) as well as a further fleet of

Hitachi EX3600s (11) and six EX3500s, also used

for overburden and other tasks such as cleaning

up wedge areas. The coal fleet includes Hitachi

EX2500s as well as Komatsu PC800/PC750 and a

range of other excavators. There are also

Komatsu WA600, WA800 and WA1200; and Cat

992 wheel loaders mainly for blending and

rehandling of material.

The fleet (including contractors) gets through

OPERATION FOCUS
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There is a fixed 13 km twin covered overland conveyor (OLC)
with a capacity of 2 x 32 Mt/y or 64 Mt/y in all connecting the
main ROM stockpile and Coal Handling and Preparation Plant
(CHPP) to the Tanjung Bara Coal Terminal (TBCT) port

The Hitachi fleet includes 41 x EH5000 Hitachi
trucks, many of which, including the two
pictured, equipped with ESCO Dirt Boss Mk III
bodies
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around 2.0 million litres of diesel fuel per day,

with diesel mainly supplied from the port via

pipeline before transfer to fuel delivery trucks at

the minesite that serve the production fleets. The

pipeline is supplemented by a fleet of KPC fuel

tankers hauling by road from the port. Banlaw

has helped reduce fuel losses with its storage

and monitoring system, which is high tech and

computerised versus the old paper based logs of

fuel usage (see detailed section on fuel

management at the mine).

Tyre management has also been much

improved in recent years, with tyre monitoring

programs in place, such as using TKPH data from

the Modular Dispatch system as well as using

Australia’s Klinge on a consultancy basis.

The Modular system monitors the KPC owned

mining machines across its own sites. To support

fleet operational activities, KPC has also started

installing CCTV cameras, starting with the Bendili

pit Panel 6. The cameras are used by dispatchers

to monitor queuing activity at truck loading

points to try to maximise fuel efficiency and

productivity. The system uses an outdoor camera

with night vision technology, equipped with a

zooming feature of more than 1 km as well as a

360 degree rotating function.

KPC has also reviewed a number of fatigue

monitoring systems including DSS from Seeing

Machines (now Cat), SAFEmine, Guardvant

OpGuard, SmartCap and Optalert but none has

yet been rolled out across the fleet, though the

company has a preference for nonintrusive

systems where there is no input or action

required from the operator.

In 2014, KPC also began to implement a

Lineup & Fatigue Management System with the

potential to bring together a fingerprint operator

attendance system, fatigue module and dispatch

line-up. The use of fingerprints in the system

enables faster and more accurate data collection

and processing and ensures that all employee

operating hours can be recorded and monitored

in an integrated system. By implementing this

system, effectiveness and efficiency of the shift

change process can be improved. After arriving

for work, an operator immediately receives

information on the unit to be operated, its

status, shift change location and transport to the

unit, all stated on the printout attendance ticket.

Worker fatigue monitoring will also be

incorporated into the system.

Managing costs                                                                                                                                                 
In terms of overall mine costs, contractor fees are

the number one, which would be expected given

the scale of the contractor operations, followed

by diesel fuel (about a third of costs), and

maintenance contracts with the key OEMs such

as Liebherr and Hitachi.

Cost control has become a key issue for KPC in

the current market, as it has for the whole

industry. Contractors have reduced rates to some

extent, however, KPC now has a whole division

devoted to Business Performance Improvement.

A team from McKinsey was also onsite in 2012-

2013 to help identify areas where costs could be

reduced. This included reduced shift change

times, increasing the fleet utilisation, increasing

the MTBF figures and decreasing the MTTR

figures. Another project referred to as Ideku or

“my idea” sees the company taking ideas from

its workers and operators and evaluating/

instigating the best of them. This included using

flocculants to help sediment settle in the tailings

ponds and the use of mechanical stabilisation for

geotechnical control, among others.

The mine has evaluated overburden in-pit

crushing and conveying options on a number of

occasions but like other world class mines it has

been rejected to date due to the very high capex

and the dynamic nature of mining at KPC.

Neither is trolley assist suitable for similar

reasons and the cost of putting in the power

generation and distribution infrastructure as the

mine is not connected to the national power grid,

hence the use of large diesel load haul fleets,

though studies on introducing electric rope

shovels have been done in the past.

Haul roads, water and power
Road quality has long been a challenge at KPC,

with torsion stress on truck frames and tyre

damage mainly due to bouncing and heat

separations rather than rock cuts. Hauls can be as

long as 15-20 km and tyres typically last 6-7,000

hours. The majority of tyres used are Michelin and

Bridgestone with some Goodyear and Eurotire.

Improvement programs mean the roads are

now in much better condition, however. The mine

has some burnt mudstone it can used for road

grade material, but any local limestone is largely

used for construction projects; supplementary

crushed volcanic road base material for the mine

sealed roads has to be imported from quarries in

Sulawesi. Some burnt red mudstone and

overburden is also used for stemming material,

which is crushed using an Atlas Copco mobile

Powercrusher, which was chosen over a sizer due

to greater flexibility.

Another important issue is how best to

manage the wet season, when three to four

hours a day or more can be lost due to haul

roads being too slippery for trucks to operate

safely. Some production is continued close to

the edge of the pits where possible, closer to

flatter hauls, which is when ex pit ROM

stockpiles can be utilised. ADTs (fleet includes

57 A35s and 12 Cat A740s amongst others) can

take over some operations but obviously have a

much lower capacity and are still limited as to

the ramps and roads they can operate on. There

is also a large grader fleet, over 40 Cat

machines.

The mine maintains a fleet of Weir sump

pumps in the bottom of the main working pits

which send the water to the main sediment

ponds, which themselves have a large fleet of

dredges mounted with Weir Multiflo pumps. Post

rain grading assists with early start-up of hauling

overburden and coal. 

In 2014, KPC built a water drainage tunnel in

the Inul East pit using microtunnelling

technology, a tunnel construction technique that

uses Microtunnel Boring Machines (MTBM)

combined with the pipe jacking technique. The

technology is more cost-efficient and more

environmentally friendly because it eliminated

the need to remove 40-50 m of cover material

above the tunnel. The tunnel is 300 m in length

with 1.8 m of inside diameter and 2.12 m of

outside diameter, and is able to the required

volumes of water.

The potable water KPC uses is made up of

rainwater, groundwater, stored water from post-

mining areas, and the recycled water from

dredging and the washing of the coal process

itself. Water treatment plants ensure sufficient

water supply for the operation, with some

untreated (but good quality) water distributed

for fire /washdown and to the local government

water supply company. KPC says it does not

access new water sources in carrying out

activities related to coal production activities,

however clean water and drinking water for the

personal purposes of KPC employees are

provided by potable processing of the raw

water.

The mining water management system also

aims to avoid any impact of acidic rock water on

the quality of nearby surface water bodies as

well as on soil quality. Surface water at various

coal mining and processing locations is supplied

to a controller system in the form of cascading

sedimentation ponds to be processed and

monitored before then released to public water

bodies. KPC performs routine maintenance,

treatment, and rehabilitation processes at each

existing deposition ponds. Adding lime to the

ponds to raise the pH of the water or regular

pond maintenance by using dredges is one

method used. Monitoring of water quality is

done by taking daily samples as well as some

online monitoring and dosing plants. The

samples are analysed in order to ensure that the

water quality in the deposition ponds is in

compliance with the Decree of the Minister of

Environment No. 113/2003 and East Kalimantan

Provincial Regulation No. 02/2011. If the water

quality has already met the regulation, then it

can be released to public water bodies.

For its power needs such as for the conveyors,

coal preparation plants and worker settlements,
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the mine currently uses two captive 7 MW coal

fired stations but there is a 25 MW shortfall, so

two 15 MW captive coal fired stations are also

under construction and due for completion in

2016-17. The mine currently has a large fleet of

diesel gensets leased from Sewatama (Trakindo

and Cat Rental Power) to make up the shortfall,

which can be returned when the new captive

stations come online with some retained for

remote areas and emergency power. The power

company PLN Persero also has its own

generators and powers the bulk of the local

communities. KPC has a MoU with local

government to provide power from the 3rd 18

MW unit due for completion late 2017.

Since 2010, KPC has also initiated a power

saving program aimed at reducing the

unnecessary use of electricity. This program has

made a very positive impact related to energy

savings. It has included the installation of kWh

meters in offices and workshops/warehoses;

switches with light sensors at the plant sites that

receive more sunlight during the day; air

conditioning timers in offices; and SOP

implementation to turn off all electrical

appliances when not in use. The use of energy

saving lamps was encouraged as was a reduction

in the amount of unnecessary light in the parking

area, while KPC has incorporated the energy

saving program into the design criteria for its

equipment procurement.

Liebherr delivers on availability
IM visited Liebherr’s dedicated facility at the

Kaltim Prima complex, and met with Rick

Lockyer, Production Manager for Liebherr

Perkasa Indonesia. The Liebherr facility covers

about 2 ha, with the main area all covered. There

are 170 employees based at the facility. Liebherr

machines are currently running in six different

KPC pits (not including those running as part of

PAMA, Darma Henwa and Thiess fleets under

contract for KPC at other pits).

Liebherr has been present on site since late

1996, with the first large hydraulic excavator, an

R996, commissioned in December 1996 (number

996107). A second was delivered in February

1997, with the fleet building up to six by 1998.

The mining complex had previously been using a

fleet of Hitachi EX3500 excavators loading

Caterpillar 789 trucks, but at the time, the

operations needed a larger shovel to increase

productivity.

KPC is the largest full maintenance contract

for Liebherr in the world, while it is also

Liebherr’s largest global excavator fleet and

largest single R996 fleet. As with any newly

launched machines, there were some minor

teething problems with the first R996s, but the

excavators soon achieved 90% availability or

more; and have been doing so ever since;

managing 2,000 bcm/h or greater. Lockyer told

IM: “The R996 has performed very well here as it

has a very fast cycle time along with high

production availability – we have managed to

maintain 90% plus over a period of 19 years.”

The current Liebherr fleet in 2015 is its largest

in the world in terms of ultraclass excavators, in

2015 including 20 R996s; three backhoe R9800s

(first of which was number 030009); and three

R984Cs – not to mention the fleet of 30 T282B

360 t class haul trucks. There are also a number

of mobile Liebherr cranes in use at the mine for

construction and maintenance, including a 250 t,

150 t and 45 t model along with two 100 t

models.

The R9800s are capable of 3,000 bcm/h or

greater (or 1-1.2 Mbcm/mth; with 900,000

bcm/mth for the R996), with the first machine

delivered in 2011. Lockyer stated: “The first

R9800 has already passed 25,000 h and so has

already passed its second stage midlife service.

The model is the best we have seen in terms of

reliability and productivity, with the MTBF and

MTTR results even better than for the R996.”

The mine has been achieving 25 second cycle

times with the R9800 and it can four pass load

an EH4500 or five pass load a T282B. The R996

fleet includes a 32 m3 face shovel as well as 33

m3 and 36 m3 backhoe models. At the time of the

IM visit, the R996s were achieving 92%

availability and the R9800s 93%. Weather can be

an issue, particularly in the January/February

wet season but if it is clear trucks are likely to be

OPERATION FOCUS

FOR TOUGH JOBS 
UNDERGROUND
Comprehensive Offering for Underground Logistics:
> UTIMEC MF 164 PER

· For personnel transporting

· Open or enclosed models available

· Seats for 16 persons in personnel compartment

· Front and rear axle suspension as an option for
safe and comfortable drive

> UTIMEC LF 130 MATERIAL
· 16 tonnes transport capacity

· Crane with max 5.7 tonnes lifting capacity

· Optional front axle suspension for safe and
comfortable drive

> MULTIMEC System
· Slide-on/off cassette system

· Cassettes for personnel, material, fuel, lube and
various other underground transport needs

· Optional front axle suspension system for
safe and comfortable drive

www.normet.com

an option for

apacity

safe and

el, lube and
ort needs

tem for

www.noormermet ct.comom

UTIMEC LF 130 MATERIAL

MULTIMEC MF 100 with 
C250 FUEL CASSETTE

UTIMEC MF 164 PER

Examples of Underground Logistics offering shown above
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parked due to rain, then there is the chance to

do some opportune excavator maintenance in

the field. In terms of conditions in the pits

themselves, ground pressure can be a problem

in some new areas due to wet ground, but

Liebherr has introduced wider tracks (1.95 m

versus 1.4 m), referred to as lower ground

pressure (LGP) tracks, on its excavators, which

can reduce ground pressure from 40 psi to 29 psi

on the R996 and from 38 to 31 psi on the R9800.

The prevalence and success of hydraulic

excavators at KPC is largely related to the

dynamic nature of the operation – multiple pit

areas covering a large area, with daily blasting,

meaning the manoeuvrability and flexibility of

hydraulic comes to the fore. The speed of

operational development also means having to

use cables and numerous

substations/transformers would be impractical

and cumbersome. 

Other Liebherr shovels have been used at the

KPC complex, including two R995 machines, but

these are now at the PT Arutmin operation Satui

working for Thiess.

The fleets are run on a full maintenance

agreement with Liebherr carrying out all service,

maintenance and parts sourcing/supply to

100,000 hours, when the excavators move to a

site service agreement (SSA), with Liebherr still

doing the maintenance but KPC paying for the

parts.

In terms of maintenance scheduling, after

10,000 hours, the KPC excavators go for a midlife

maintenance, with changing of hoses and other

components. At 20,000 hours is a second midlife

maintenance where most of the major

OPERATION FOCUS

Eriez offers low, medium and high intensity magnetic separators, 
to concentrate magnetic ores or remove metallic contaminants  
and industrial minerals. Products include:

• Wet Drum Separators 
(LIMS & MIMS)

• WHIMS
• Magnetic Mill Liners

• Trunnion Magnets
• Suspended Magnets
• Metal Detectors
• Vibratory Feeders

814-835-6000
Eriez.com

604-952-2300
EriezFlotation.com

The Eriez Flotation Division provides specialty flotation equipment and 
expertise that has included over 1,000 flotation column systems installed 
worldwide for cleaning, roughing and scavenging applications in base 
metals, gold, industrial minerals, coal and oil sands, phosphate and 
potash. Systems include:

• Flotation Column Systems  
& Coarse Flotation Cells

• Mini-Pilot Plants &  
Flotation Test Equipment

• Gas Sparging Systems
• Slurry Distributors
• Test-Work & Services

Advanced Separation Technologies

At 20,000 hours is a second midlife
maintenance where most of the major
components, including the engines, are serviced

Crawler tracks are rebuilt at 20,000 hours – Keech
in Australia cast new drive keys which are cast to a
Rockwell hardness the same as the original key
and supply them to Liebherr Indonesia
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components, including the engines, are serviced.

At 30,000 hours there is a major overhaul, when

the swing rings, bearings and undercarriage are

serviced. The R996 is equipped with a Cummins

KTA-50 engine and the R9800 has a Tier 2 QSK60

engine. The T282 trucks at KPC are equipped

with an MTU 20V4000 engine.

The Cummins dealer in the region is PT Altrak

1978. Liebherr keeps six spare KTA-50 engines in

stock on-site for the R996 excavators and two

spare QSK-60 engines for the R9800s. When a

new engine is fitted from stock, the old engine is

sent to Altrak for overhaul and returned. Engines

are run to 80,000 h and rebuilt four times in that

period. GET for shovels are sourced from ESCO

and Hensley by KPC directly.

All the excavator buckets and attachments

have Liebherr sensors installed. Cameras are on

the offside and rear. 

Thiess at KPC uses a lot of Hitachi equipment

in its fleets, including EX3600 and EX5500

excavators, though it is in the process of moving

five Liebherr R984s and five R9350s to KPC from

another site. Thiess works directly with KPC’s

service department rather than through a full

service contract.

KPC as stated has a full time MARC with

Liebherr onsite; including a fleet of three of its

own lube trucks for service work, as well as its

own crane trucks, man baskets etc. All the

Liebherr excavators are diesel powered with

KPC’s own HD785 chassis based fuel trucks used

to fuel haul trucks in the pit. KPC sources and

supplies oils and lubes for the machines, mainly

using Shell Rimula engine oils and Shell Omala

320 synthetic gear oils; which have provided a

better component life than mineral oils: also

Liebherr use  Shell Gadus S3 V460D 2 which

allows them to run 1 grease in Attachment and

swing ring and open gears; which have provided

a cost saving. The company does condition

monitoring on the oils, and Shell Omala 320

synthetic oil is changed every 10,000 hours. An

inventory of hydraulic hoses, fittings and

electronic components is retained onsite.

The T282Bs arrived in 2005 and ran well to

begin with, starting with a fleet of 12 that

increased to 30. These were originally under an

SSA agreement; then KPC took over the service

of the trucks. They are now parked as the

industry downturn means their capacity is not

currently needed but will be brought back into

production should planned expansions go

ahead.

Liebherr’s dedicated office and

service/overhaul facility presence at KPC dates

from 1998, when it was beside an active pit, but

is now some 2 km from a working area. Mining

activity will largely move to the new Inul pit after

2017, which is about 15 km away, and KPC and

Liebherr have already set up a satellite workshop

at that location.

New equipment and parts are supplied from

Liebherr’s home mining excavator facility in

Colmar, France, and shipped to Singapore before

barging direct to KPC’s own port and thereafter

by road to site. It is possible to air freight crucial

components if needed. Liebherr keeps up to

three months of stock onsite but planning is

done 12 months ahead.

The excavators are all fully equipped with fire

suppression measures, which include covering

engine manifolds with an insulated stainless

steel package; plus fire blanket material covers

all the exhaust pipes and mufflers. Ten

Suppression Systems (SSI) foam fire

extinguishers are used on each R996, giving 3.2

minutes of fire suppression.

Crawler tracks are rebuilt at 20,000 hours –

Keech in Australia cast new drive keys which are

cast to a Rockwell hardness the same as the

original key and supply them to Liebherr

Indonesia. A local fabricator then cuts the old

key off the track shoes and welds them in the

correct position and profile and then delivers

them back to the mine, meaning  new track

shoes purchased are to a minimum, a major cost

saving since the strategy was introduced in

2002.

Fuel at KPC
KPC has been conducting fuel savings projects

since 2008 with the last published update of this

project carried out in 2014, known as Fuel

Efficiency Project Part 4. In 2013, fuel had

become the biggest cost out of total operating

costs in the Mining Operations Division (MOD),

amounting to 57%. The Fuel Efficiency Project

Part 4 was carried out to review the operation of

heavy equipment used during the overburden

removal process. The target of the project was to

obtain an average Fuel Ratio (FR) in 2014 of

0.0420 (litres/bcm/min), equivalent to a 6%

decrease against the baseline, while the long-

term improvement target was to create a culture

of fuel efficiency so that the FR could be

decreased gradually towards 0.0360

(litres/bcm/min), or the equivalent of a 19%

decrease against the baseline. Fuel Efficiency

Part 4 was designed to improve three main

areas. First to manage Engine Uprate (EUR) in

order to achieve its optimum level, second

achieve a decline in Fuel Burn Rate (FBR) and

third monitor the accuracy of fuel reports using

both the Banlaw system (see below) and

Modular Dispatch. 

KPC has also been running biofuel (B10 or

10%) made from palm oil based on government

guidelines, but may increase in the future to B15

or B20.  The Indonesian government has

instructed that mines must shift to B20 in 2016

but there is some discussion over the efficiency,

availability of product and impact on machinery.

A dedicated team identified the cause of

inefficient fuel consumption and implemented

various improvements in related operational

areas, namely providing information on

procedures to turn off the engine when it is in

unproductive condition and to keep the match

factor (balance) of truck-shovel during optimum

operations; reviewing the optimal range of match

factor against the option to turn off shovel when

not in use or turn off the truck when stopping for

a long time; and installing special lamps in

trucks to monitor whether the operator has

completely shut down the engine when the truck

in standby position.

OPERATION FOCUS

Key dates in KPC history

1981 The Indonesian government invites tenders from foreign companies for exploration and

development of coal resources in the eastern and southern Kalimantan. A BP/CRA successful joint

venture gets rights to 7,900 km2 area in two blocks extending 300 km along the eastern coast of

Kalimantan.

1982 PT Kaltim Prima Coal (KPC) was established in Indonesia with BP and CRA each having a 50%

stock holding. The KPC licence for exploration and mining of coal granted by a Coal Contract of Work

(CoW) with a concession area of 90,706 ha. The Indonesian State Coal Company (PTBA) is entitled to

received 13.5% of all production

1988 KPC proceeds with the development of export focused coal mine with a design capacity of 7

Mt/y after detailed exploration and feasibility study, with the focus close to the town of Sangatta,

due to the prospect of having a large number of high-quality coal reserves close to a deep water port

and strategically located in the middle of the fast growing Asian market

1989 Construction began in January. The budget for this project was $570 million

1990 Large-scale mining construction begins in June

1991 Construction completed by late 1991

1992 Commercial operations begin in January 1992

2003 PT Bumi Resource purchases KPC from Rio Tinto and Beyond Petroleum.

2007 Indian company Tata Power purchases 30% of the KPC (and Arutmin) operations

2014 CIC obtains 19% of KPC in a debt for equity swap with Bumi.
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Banlaw at KPC
Back in 2008 the fuel accounting system at KPC

was still highly manual, yet local teams were

expected to manage inwards deliveries of some

3 million litres of diesel, which were arriving by

barge every couple of days. This product was

being hauled 16 km by tanker trucks and pipeline

to the ROM storage area. From the ROM area, the

diesel was used to fill haul trucks and large

service trucks which would operate at refuelling

locations within the pit. Pretty much everything

was hand written, while contractors on the site

also had to acquire the fuel they needed via a

paper-based system. These factors caused

significant difficulty in terms of reconciling

around 1.6 million litres per day.

Banlaw began a project to install metering at

the port area to ensure that diesel which was

received accurately matched delivery dockets. It

also provided metering into the Tanjung Bara fuel

farm, and then rolled out metering and

temperature compensation throughout the site.

Banlaw also put in place Banlaw FuelTrack

FMS depots (controllers) at refuelling locations,

along with the associated enterprise software

suite. It also installed ‘Auto ID’ technology on

contractor and owned machines, which

dramatically reduced the workload and the

amount of manual paperwork.

Processes around specific refuelling bays were

optimised based on data, allowing hours of

operation and staffing to be balanced to reduce

both the vehicle queues, and the cost overhead. 

A service level and maintenance framework

was established between KPC, Atlas Copco

Nusantara, and Banlaw to ensure the

infrastructure was actively managed and

maintained, that preventative practices helped

avoid operational and HSE risks, and that a

continuous improvement focus delivered

ongoing positive results. 

“KPC dedicated a number of resources on site

to take a unified approach to fuel management

across all mine sites. This level of focus keeps

them innovating, and realising ongoing value

and improvements.” Since the process and

systems were put in place the vehicle refuelling

components have been regularly inspected, to

ensure that correctly matched Banlaw dry-break

nozzles, receivers, and vents deliver maximum

flow rates.

Banlaw provides 24/7 helpdesk services to

KPC. The focus is on timeliness, accuracy, and

identification of fuel assets. The Banlaw

helpdesk also provides proactive health check

reporting, along with a segment-by-segment

reconciliation reporting

FillSafe Power overfill protection, along with

the auto shut-off Banlaw nozzle provides a two-

stage system to reduce fire risk from overfill

situations on Liebherr and Hitachi machines

Banlaw’s patented Ultra-Fine Filtered Vent (3

μm absolute) was also adopted on haul trucks.

During the trial period, installation of these vents

was shown to significantly increase the life of

fuel injectors. Banlaw told IM: “It is hoped that

this industry-best filtered vent will help keep the

machines doing their job for a very long time,

and reduce productivity loss from unscheduled

events.”

All of this product deployment was carried out

along with processes to support a Unified Fuel

Management approach. Optimising refuelling

and hydrocarbon management across the fleet

multiplied the benefits realised; namely

productivity, efficiency, and cost savings.

Currently the fuel management framework for

Kaltim Prima Coal manages around 2 million

litres per day. It does this across a physical area

of around 90,000ha or 70 km, 20 storage areas,

49 refuelling depots, and thousands of vehicles

and machines.

Banlaw states: “Fuel reconciliation and

transaction ID is now up to 99.9% accuracy.

Inventory is being managed within software to

ensure deliveries occur before fuel runs out. Auto

ID of vehicles and reduction of paper based

processes, together with optimised refuelling

rates has dramatically impacted productivity.”

Contamination is being controlled to extend

machine life, and improved fuel security is a

natural outcome of the systems approach

adopted by KPC. KPC achieved a return on

investment from their Fuel Management System

(FMS) in well under 12 months, “with

efficiencies, productivity, and savings

accelerating in the following years due to the

dedicated focus of KPC and their suppliers.”

Operator efficiency
Man-ready hours are used to measure effective

working time of operators. It basically aims to

increase the number of effective working hours

in order that operators can also have higher

productivity. An improvement project was carried

out in line with a “Top Gun” operator program

and development of a new Performance

Management System (PMS). In 2015, every

employee received a PMS report that

incorporated assessment components, including

attendance, safety, man-ready hours, as well as

other work information. In the early stage of

man-ready hours project implementation in

2014, KPC says it recorded an increase in man-

ready hours over the previous year, which was 8

hours at the end of the year compared to 6.5

hours at the beginning of the year.

The “Top Gun” Operator program was initiated

in October 2014 and is a competition held to find

best operators. KPC collaborated with a

simulator vendor in the implementation of this

program. The main objective was to improve

operator performances, whilst at the same time

reducing on-site operational abuse that

produces inefficiency and can damage mining

machines. KPC’s best operators are initially

screened through PMS and selected according to

discipline, attendance, working hours and safety

performances of each individual. From the

assessments, KPC ranks the best operators from

each department to further be admitted for the

Top Gun program. Some 250 operators were

selected from a total of approximately 3,000. In

the next stage, all 250 operators from four

departments entered the simulator program to

be given training on how to operate units more

efficiently and safely. 

The best operators were sent to Bali in August

2015 to represent KPC in national and

international mining operator competitions. IM

OPERATION FOCUS

Banlaw put in place Banlaw FuelTrack FMS
depots (controllers) at refuelling locations,
along with the associated enterprise software
suite. It also installed ‘Auto ID’ technology on
contractor and owned machines, which
dramatically reduced the workload and the
amount of manual paperwork
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